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Quantum reflection from an atomic mirror
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We calculate the reflection probability for ultracold atoms incident on an evanescent-wave atomic mirror,
and analyze the optimum conditions to observe quantum reflection. We find that averaging over the Gaussian
profile of the laser beam dramatically reduces the quantum signature, and consider the effects of an appropriate
aperture that limits the variation of beam intensity. We show that quantum reflection is particularly sensitive to
details of the atom-surface potential, and could be used to resolve retardation effects.
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Recent experimental developments enable precise
nipulation of cold atoms by lasers@1,2#. Small and accurate
velocities of the atoms can be achieved using advanced c
ing @3–5# and launching@6,7# techniques, and a detuned las
field can be used to create controlled and adjustable po
tials for the atoms@2,8#. Under these conditions, the quantu
nature of the dynamics may become important@9,10#. In-
deed, quantum tunneling of atoms has recently been
served@11,12#, and in this Rapid Communication we analy
the conditions to observe quantum reflection, i.e., abo
barrier, classically forbidden reflection of atoms fro
evanescent-wave mirrors@10#.

Reflection from such an atomic mirror was recently us
to measure the van der Waals force between a dielectric
face and an atom in its ground state@13#. In this landmark
experiment, cold 85Rb atoms with a kinetic energ
E'4.7531029 a.u.~atomic units! corresponding to a veloc
ity of 54 cm/s were used. The reflection was of a class
nature; to a good approximationonly atoms with under-
barrier energiesE,Vmax were reflected, whereVmax is the
maximum height of the barrier. We consider here a sim
experiment in the quantum regime. For colder atoms, in
energy range ofE'5310211 a.u., the reflection probability
curves would differ from the classical Heaviside functio
Unlike classical reflection, which can only be used to ide
tify thresholds and to measureVmax, quantum probabilities
are determined by the complete potential curve, and are
ticularly sensitive to the short- and long-range behavior
the potential. The sensitivity of over-barrier reflection to d
tails of the potential may be used in the future to furth
study the atom-surface interaction.

An evanescent-wave atomic mirror is obtained wh
blue-detuned light undergoes total internal reflection insid
dielectric prism. The induced dipole interaction with the ev
nescent light field outside the surface of the prism create
effective repulsive optical potential for the incident atom
@2,14–16#. This potential is proportional to the intensity o
the laserI , to the square of the atomic dipole momentd, and
inversely proportional to the detuningD. The strength of the
repulsive potential at the surface of the prism can be adju
by changing the intensity of the laser while keeping the
561050-2947/97/56~5!/3350~4!/$10.00
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tuning large enough so as to minimize spontaneous emiss
On the surface of the prism, the repulsive potential decrea
slowly due to the Gaussian profile of the laser beam. In
direction perpendicular to the prism surface, the poten
exhibits a fast exponential decline due to the exponenti
decreasing intensity of the evanescent wave. Thus,
evanescent-wave potential isC0exp(2r2)exp(22kz), where
C0}Id2/D is the maximum value of the repulsive potentia
r is a dimensionless parameter for the transverse dista
from the center of the Gaussian beam, andk5kAn2sin2u21,
wherek is the wave number of the laser light,u is the inci-
dent angle of the light with the normal to the surface of t
prism, andn is the index of refraction.

Atoms incident on the evanescent-wave atomic mir
move in an effective potential that is a combination of t
light-induced repulsive potential and an attractive atom-w
interaction. The interaction between a ground-state atom
a dielectric or conducting wall has been investigated th
retically @17–22# and experimentally@13,23–25#. Theoreti-
cal studies have been performed on different levels, from
simple model of a dipole-dipole interaction of the atom a
its mirror image, to the full QED relativistic quantum trea
ment. Interesting in particular are the long-range Casimir
teractions@22# that were recently observed in cavity QE
experiments@24,25#. The detailed interaction between
ground- state sodium atom and a perfectly conducting w
including the long-range retardation effects was recently c
culated@26#. Although the interaction potential of a sodium
atom with a dielectric surface is not yet available, t
Lennard-Jones coefficient can be scaled with the index
refraction in a simple way. The attractive atom-wall potent
in this approximation is2C3

(n)/z3, where C3
(n)5 (n221)/

(n211) C3
metal andC3

metal51.5753 a.u. for sodium@26#.
The combined physical potential is, therefore,

V~r,z!5C0exp~2r2!exp~22kz!2
C3

~n!

z3
. ~1!

The interaction potential of Eq.~1! for a ground- state Na
atom is shown in Fig. 1~a!. The maximum value of the po
R3350 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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56 R3351QUANTUM REFLECTION FROM AN ATOMIC MIRROR
tential Vmax can be adjusted by changingC0, which in Fig.
1~a! was chosen to be an order of magnitude smaller tha
Ref. @13#. The width of the potential and its slopes are se
sitive to the physical details. The index of refraction of t
prism, for example, affects bothk, the slope of the exponen
tial decline of the dipole interaction with the evanesce
wave, and C3

(n), the amplitude of the attractive atom-wa
potential. Some potential curves for different choices on
andu are plotted in Fig. 2~a!.

The reflection probabilityuRu2, as a function of the energ
of the atoms and of the intensity of the laser, was evalua
by numerically integrating the Schro¨dinger equation for dif-
ferent values ofE andC0 in the method of Ref.@27#. Quan-
tum effects, such as over-barrier reflection and under-ba
transmission, are dominated by regions of the poten
where the semiclassical treatment fails@27#. In the case of
the atomic mirror potential of Figs. 1~a!, 2~a!, and Eq.~1!,
the de Broglie wavelength varies slowly in the limitsz→`
andz→0, where

1

2p U dl

dzU5\U m

p3

dV

dz U!1,

but there are ‘‘badlands’’ in between, where the Wentz
Kramers-Brillouin ~WKB! approximation breaks down. In
Fig. 1~b! two such ‘‘badlands’’ are shown for the potential
Fig. 1~a!: a smaller one due to the long-range tail of t
potential and a stronger one caused by the inner portio
the potential. The quantum reflection probability curves
the potentials of Fig. 2~a!, are plotted, for example, in Fig
2~b!. The numerical simulations indicate that the sha

FIG. 1. The interaction potential~a! is formed by an optical
potential due to total internal reflection in a prism, and the ato
wall purely attractive potential. The classical threshold valueC05G
is found by adjustingC0 so that the maximum of the potentialVmax

would be equal to the kinetic energyE. In ~b! we show the ‘‘bad-
lands’’ associated with~a!. We notice two regions corresponding
the fast inner power-law drop, and the long-range exponential
These curves are forn51.805 andu545°, i.e.,C350.8354 a.u.,
andk54.477131024 a.u. withG58.7623310210 a.u. We selected
Na atoms with v510 cm/s ~or E54.378310211 a.u.! and
C058.0310210 a.u. ~herer50).
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power-law decline in the inner side of the potential subst
tially increases the quantum over-barrier reflection.

In one dimension, classical reflection is characterized
the Heaviside step function, while quantum reflection can
recognized by itsS-shaped curves. In an actual experime
the Gaussian profile of the laser beam has to be taken
account. The signature for classical reflection is then a lo
rithmic dependence of the integrated reflection signal on
intensity of the laser@13#. Quantum behavior would still be
characterized byS-shaped probability curves, but averagin
over the Gaussian profile will obscure the difference betw
classical and quantum behavior. In order to reduce the a
aging effect, and at the same time calibrate the incident
reflected fluxes, we suggest limiting the size of the mirr
using a circular aperture so as to have 0<r<r .

An experiment could be performed in the following wa
A uniform flux of atoms with an average velocity of 10 cm
would be created and launched on a finite-size atomic mi
with the potential profile of Eq.~1! with n51.869,u552°,
andk55.64531024 a.u. orl5589 nm. ChangingC0, start-
ing from zero ~pure attractive potential! and gradually in-
creasing the intensity of the laser beam, one increases
reflection signal, until a plateau of total reflection is reach
In classical mechanics the reflected signal is proportiona
the area of that part of the mirror whereVmax.E, which
gives a linear behavior of the integrated reflection probab
ties as a function of lnC0. Normalizing the reflection signal a
the plateau to 1, the slope of the logarithmic curve for cl
sical reflection from the finite-size atomic mirror is inverse
proportional to the area of the mirror. The critical value
C05G, which gives the threshold for classical reflection,
obtained from solvingVmax5E. The properties of the classi
cal reflection reference curves are given in Fig. 3. The qu
tum S-shaped curves are obtained from numerically solv
the Schro¨dinger equation and integrating overr up to r .

-

il.

FIG. 2. Three different potentials for Na, corresponding to d
ferent sets ofn andu ~different prisms!, are shown in~a!. All have
the sameVmax set at 4.378310211 a.u.~10 cm/s!, and thus the same
threshold for classical reflection. In~b! the corresponding quantum
reflection probabilitiesuRu2 are shown as a function of the velocit
v.
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They are compared to the classical lines in Figs. 4 and 5
different sizes of the mirror~i.e., differentr ) and for differ-
ent incident velocities, respectively. Two quantum effe
can be observed in the one-dimensional curves of Fig. 2~b!.
The reflection probabilities at energies above the barrier
larger than zero and the under-barrier reflection probabili
are smaller than 1, due to tunneling. A cancellation betw
these two effects is obtained when atoms are reflected f
the three-dimensional potential due to the effective averag
over the Gaussian profile of the beam. Having a finite rad
aperture is therefore essential in distinguishing quan
from classical behavior~see Fig. 4!. For a small enough ap
erture, the quantum probabilities clearly deviate from
logarithmic behavior of classical reflection. In order to o

FIG. 3. Classical reference curves for the fraction of reflec
atoms, averaged over the Gaussian profile of the beam up to
radius of the aperture,r . There is no classical reflection below th
threshold value, i.e., forC0<G. The classical reflection is complet
for lnC0>lnG1r2. In between, the fraction of reflected atoms as
function of lnC0 exhibits a linear increase with a slope of 1/r 2

~ inversely proportional to the area of the aperture!.

FIG. 4. Comparison of quantum~solid lines! and classical
~dashed lines! reflection curves for different radii of the aperturer ,
as a function of lnC0 for Na atv510 cm/s (n51.869,u552°, and
k55.64531024 a.u. orl5589 nm). The classical threshold is
G51.739831029 a.u.
or
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serve quantum behavior, the velocities of the atoms mus
small enough so that the de Broglie wavelength is of
same order of magnitude as the badlands’ width. The sma
the velocity, the larger the quantum signature, but, once
the quantum regime, the main effect of small changes in
velocity is to changeG, the critical value ofC0 that gives the
threshold for classical reflection~see Fig. 5!.

The long-range~Casimir! interactions due to retardatio
may have an observable effect on the quantum reflec
probabilities. The reflection probabilities from the purely a
tractive potential of sodium atoms in their ground state int
acting with a conducting surface, with and without takin
retardation into account, are shown in Fig. 6. The atom-w
potential curves were taken from Ref.@26#. The long-range
interaction due to retardation substantially increases quan
reflection in this case, but the velocities needed to obse
this effect are extremely small. This is to be expected sinc

d
he

FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 4, with a given radiusr , for Na at different
velocities corresponding to different values for the classical thre
old of C0. Shown here areG51.255831029 a.u. for v53 cm/s
andG51.739831029 a.u. forv510 cm/s.

FIG. 6. Comparison of quantum reflection for purely attracti
potentials, with~solid line! and without~dashed line! Casimir inter-
actions, in the case of a conducting surface with Na atoms.
reflection probabilityuRu2 is many orders of magnitude bigger wit
Casimir interactions than without.
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56 R3353QUANTUM REFLECTION FROM AN ATOMIC MIRROR
change in the power law of the purely attractive poten
modifies uRu2 drastically at threshold@27#. More theoretical
work is needed in order to include retardation in the poten
curves and in the reflection probability calculations for s
dium atoms incident on the dielectric prism.

In conclusion, we have shown that cold atoms incident
an evanescent-wave atomic mirror with sufficiently small v
locities ~e.g., 10 cm/s for sodium atoms! will exhibit quan-
tum dynamics. Atoms with energies above the maximum
the potential barrier will undergo classically forbidden r
flection. An S-shaped probability curve is predicted for th
fraction of reflected atoms as a function of the logarithm
the laser intensity. In order to observe thisS-shaped curve,
which is typical of quantum behavior, the variation of inte
sity across the atomic mirror must be minimized. Unlike
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flection in the classical domain, quantum reflection depe
on the details of the potential, both at short and large d
tances. This sensitivity and the ability to control the optic
potential could be used in the future to probe the atom-w
interaction. Finally, we explored the consequences of re
dation effects on the reflection probabilities.
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Molecular Physics at Harvard University and Smithson
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by the R. A. Welch Foundation and the National Scien
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